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“New Horizon” is a new spaceship that is
currently orbiting the solar system at a
speed of 50,000 kph on a nine-year

journey taking it five billion kilometers away from
earth so that it can take clear shots of a mountain
range on Pluto that NASA named ‘Al-Idrisi’ after the
famous Arab geography scientist Mohammed bin
Abdullah Al-Idrisi Al-Hashimi Al-Qorashi, the author
of ‘Nuzhat Al-Moshtaq fi Ekhtiraq Al-Afaq’. 

Naming a mountain range in outer space after
an Arab scientist is a well-respected scientific ges-
ture from the West that blows away all what we had
heard and said about Western envy and malice
towards us Arabs and Muslims. It also blows away
all talks about conspiracies plotted by Zionists and
Europeans who always try to slander and degrade
our civilization and keep forgetting that they had
been living their Dark Ages and would not have
developed and prospered if it were not for the sci-
ences they took from us. Ever since, we have been
living more like two wives of the same man living in
the same house! 

We have been too busy with illusions and got

the world to join us in our skepticism, narcissism,
jealousy and conspiracy phobias. Those people
have been thinking, renovating and producing new
ideas while we are still captive to the conspiracy
theory. We are overwhelmed by skepticism and
each step we take forward is usually followed by
skeptical looks over our shoulders. Our minds are
full of illusions that mankind fears our Arab unity
and that the followers of other religions are afraid
of the establishment of our religious state. In an
unprecedented attitude towards other cultures and
nations, we are hysterically delusional with ideas
that everybody is conspiring against the Arab
‘giant’! —Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Its names are varied and shapes are different in our
Arab world, until we reached the shortened defini-
tion of balcony - being “the way out from a closed to

a place with open doors.” The majority in the past used
the balcony as a way out to
cleanse the soul from worries
and concerns through media-
tion through the balcony that
overlooks the vast skies, or a
way out to a colorful garden
of flowers or plants or con-
nected to the street, or what-
ever beautiful image that rids
the body of the worries in the
heart or brain.

The balcony was a vent
and a psychological factor
that was being resorted to when doors were closed. Yet
today, balconies have become a negative factor for the
individual, and this is not a pessimistic result, rather it is
a scientific result out of our living reality. Today’s skies
are only clouds that carry many diseases and one is

afraid from inhaling from them. The sea waves became a
source of collecting various types of garbage. Gardens
became something of the past, so only the public street
remains, which became a circuit of illness due to what it

carries in many hours of wor-
ries and apprehension of
tomorrow by human beings.
Those are the images that bal-
conies are overlooking today.

Balconies became a nega-
tive factor and not positive for
the human being as they
used to in the past. The
human being in the past used
to look out of the balcony to
throw his worries outside, and
carry out self-cleansing. But

today, the balcony is a source from which the human
being receives many negatives when looking through it,
and so our societies have balconies, but without pure air
and no way out to cleanse the human soul. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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By  Dr Nermin Al-Houti

It does not seem that, so far, there is serious
interest in achieving domestic consolidation,
which is the cornerstone in protecting the

nation against any foreign threats, challenges or
negative reflections of the fierce regional  politi-
cal conflicts, absurd wars and unstable regional
and international situations, especially when our
sensitivity to foreign development is very high
due to many factors including the small size of
our country. 

In this regard, one cannot talk seriously about
domestic consolidation and stability while we are
still suffering the consequences of the govern-
ment’s unilateral decision to adjust the electoral
system, which minimized the number of voters
who elected lawmakers instead of maximizing it.
In addition, there is political exclusion of certain
basic social sects, which means the weakness of
political participation in decision-making and set-
ting general policies that led to imbalances in the
state’s constitutional institutions and drove basic
effective sociopolitical powers to boycott the par-
liamentary elections twice and flock to the street
in demonstrations demanding political and demo-
cratic reforms. As a result, many have been prose-
cuted for merely posting some tweets that drove
some opposition icons and political activists to jail,
which complicated the whole scene. 

On the other hand, one cannot speak about
domestic consolidation in view of reducing liber-
ties, which pushed the political conflict into its nat-
ural course, or in view of severe unprecedented
sectarian  and racial polarization that started to be
reflected in some public decisions and policies,
which will inevitably  lead to fragmenting the
national social coherence and promoting second-
ary tribal, sectarian, regional and family identities
at the expense of a unified national one that
grants all citizens equal rights and mandates them
to equal duties, if it had not already done so.

We are facing many challenges related to our
existence, consolidation and the strength of our
domestic front  in facing foreign dangers, which
calls for a brave initiative on the authorities’ side
carrying comprehensive political and democratic
solutions that unite the entire nation, with all its
sects and social components, on building a mod-
ern democratic secular state where there is room
for everybody; one that would put an end to the
constant sociopolitical congestion that has been
going on for years; one that would take the politi-
cal conflict back to normal constitutional channels
so that domestic political conflicts do not con-
sume the society’s powers and efforts with the
result of forgetting all about foreign challenges
and threats to our existence as a state, a regime
and people at this very critical moment of our his-
tory. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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By Dr Bader Al-Daihani

Crime
R e p o r t

Port man killed
in work mishap

KUWAIT: An Asian man was recently killed when he fell
off a ship-loading wench at Shuaiba Port, said security
sources, noting that the man was killed instantly after
he lost his balance while unloading material from a ship
and fell to the ground.

Drunk men arrested

A group of young citizens were recently arrested in
Riggae for public drunkenness. The arrest came
after a number of residents called police complain-
ing about noises they were making. They were tak-
en to the proper authorities for further action.

Old disputes

A citizen reported that three of his friends had assaulted
and robbed him due to old financial disputes. The man
explained that while going to the diwaniya of a friend
to sort the problem out, the three argued with him and
then assaulted him and took KD 1,300 he carried before
they threw him out. The man provided police with a
medical report of his injuries. A case was filed and fur-
ther investigations are in progress. 

Missing girl found

An Arab girl who had been reported missing was
recently arrested while enjoying some moments of
‘intimacy’ inside a vehicle in Sharq with a citizen,
who was also arrested, said security sources. Case
papers indicate that police patrol officers suspected
a vehicle and on approaching, the couple were
found in a compromising situation. Checking their
IDs, policemen found out that the girl had been
reported missing by her family at Abu Halifa police
station. 

Citizen

In case subsidies are lifted...

Fugitive caught

A citizen, who had been wanted for kidnapping a minor,
was recently arrested in Ardhiya, said security sources. 

We are lost!!

The balcony was a vent
and a psychological factor
that was being resorted to
when doors were closed.

We have been too busy
with illusions and got the

world to join us in our
skepticism, narcissism,

jealousy and conspiracy
phobias.

Joke leads to prison

A practical joke recently led a citizen to jail when his
victim and friend could not take what he did, said
security sources. Case papers indicate that the sus-
pect made an ad on social media about providing
hair removal services to men by ‘Kuwaitis hands’ at
the convenience of customers’ homes, using his
friend’s mobile number as the contact number for
the service’s provider. Tracking the ad, detectives
had a secret agent call the number and make an
appointment. However, the person who received
the call got angry and denied providing such servic-
es or knowing anything about the ad. The man fur-
ther went to police, noting that he had been receiv-
ing lots of insults because of this ad. Investigations
led to the man’s own friend who said he only want-
ed to ‘joke around’ with him, and that never knew
things would go that far.

Fraudster arrested

A Syrian man was recently arrested in Salmiya for fraud,
said security sources, noting that the suspect also resis-
ted arrest. Case papers indicate that an Egyptian man
reported that the suspect had taken KD 8,000 from him
to invest them in a joint project. The man added that
the suspect then vanished and that on going to his
house, he denied everything and threw him out. 

Maid kidnapped

A female citizen reported that an unidentified man
broke into her house in Agaila and kidnapped her
Filipina maid right before her eyes, said security
sources. —Al-Rai, Al-Anbaa

Suspects arrested 
for faking Kuwaiti 

citizenship documents 
KUWAIT: A citizen was recently arrested for attempting
to include a Saudi national in his citizenship file instead
of his son who had just passed away, a local daily
reported yesterday quoting well-informed high-ranking
security sources. However, with further investigations,
citizenship detectives found out that the suspect had
done the same with three others in return for money. 

The sources added that, similarly, another citizen
added two bedoons (stateless) in his and a friend’s citi-
zenship files in return for KD 10,000. Case papers indi-
cate that on applying to the citizenship department to
issue a citizenship certificate, a citizen who was officially
registered to be born in 1997 suspiciously seemed a lot
older. However, on interrogating him, the man failed to
provide simple information to show that he knows any-
thing about Kuwait, and was referred to criminal investi-
gators who found out that he was 29-years-old and that
he was a Saudi national. 

The suspect told detectives that he was offered the
chance to get a Kuwaiti citizenship four years ago when
the other suspect offered adding him to his citizenship
file instead of his dead son, and he asked for photo-
graphs and issued him a civil ID and a Kuwaiti passport.
He then had him fake a marriage contract to get a KD
6,000 marriage loan from the government and split it
between them. The suspect also applied for housing,
but he was caught when he used his Saudi ID to enter
Kuwait and apply for the Kuwaiti citizenship certificate. 

On raiding the forger’s house in Ali Sabah Al-Salem
area, he was arrested and confessed of his actions. He
told police that three other people, who were later on
arrested, had been added to his file in return for KD
2,000 each. —Al-Rai

KUWAIT: The Retail Banking Division of
Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) recently
honored employees who had complet-
ed between 5 and 15 years of service
with the Bank. 

Commenting on the long-standing
commitment and value of their contri-
bution to the development of the Bank,
Stewart Lockie, GM, Retail Banking

Division took the opportunity to thank
all staff receiving awards for their loyal-
ty and dedication to ABK. 

Each department in the Bank hosts
regular Long Service Awards for mem-
bers of staff who have been with the
bank for 5 years and longer.   ABK has
long enjoyed a reputation of strong
staff retention and  an event honoring

staff that have spent 20 years and
above was recently held at the
Symphony Hotel where 77 staff mem-
bers were recognized.  For more infor-
mation on Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait
please visit www.eahli.com, contact an
ABK representative via ‘Ahli Chat’ or a
customer service agent via ‘Ahlan Ahli’
at 1899899.

ABK hosts long service recognition awards 
for 175 Retail Banking Division staff

Health insurance
for visit visas

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Health intends to impose
health insurance on visitors coming to Kuwait using
tourist or commercial visit visas, well-informed ministry
sources said. The sources added that a team consisting
of members from the health minister’s office and the
ministry’s legal affairs department was currently
preparing a draft bill to submit it to the cabinet soon. 

Further, the sources explained that the team dis-
cussed various options to put this project into practice
with various insurance companies, and also discussed
its benefits, especially since it is already used in Europe.
Meanwhile, the sources denied any intention to cancel
expats’ health insurance or increase its fees. —Al-Jarida

KUWAIT: As part of its comprehensive awareness
project ‘Wa’ee’ (aware), Kuwait National Guards’
moral guidance department recently organized a
lecture titled ‘Security Prohibitions.’ The lecture
was held in collaboration with the legal affairs
and military police departments.  


